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PRIMARY OBJECTIVE:

Determine cause of termination of human civilization.

WARNING: DIRECT CONTACT WITH DERELICTS HIGHLY INADVISED

Existential threats may still be active.

RECOMMENDED COURSE OF ACTION:

Explore derelicts indirectly via use of remote salvage drones.  
Refer to following pages for drone operation parameters.

RECOMMENDED COURSE OF ACTION:

Locate derelicts of space-faring vessels.  Retrieve records from 
ship-board computers.  Examine logs for signs of existential risk.

Secondary: salvage necessary materials for continuation of mission.
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Section 1: Drone Operation Overview

Callsign

Mission ID Number

Drive Forward

Drive Reverse

Rotate left / right

1

Space

2 3 4 Switch Active Drone

Toggle drone camera / 

Schematic overview

01

01

Jon

120/120

Jon

Mission ID Number

Callsign

Damage status

Installed Upgrades
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Command:

Description:

Sample Usage:

Details:

Command:

Description:

Sample Usage:

Details:

Command:

Description:

Sample Usage:

Details:

Command:

Description:

Sample Usage:

Details:

Command:

Description:

Sample Usage:

Details:

Command:

Description:

Sample Usage:

Details:

a 

toggles specified airlock(s) 

a1 a2

Opens or closes one or more specified airlocks, so 

long as they are powered

close 

closes specified door(s) 

close d1 d2

'close all' Close all powered doors

 'close r12 r13' Close all of a room's doors

 'd1 d2' - 'close' not required for door

d 

toggles specified door(s) 

d1 d2 d13

Opens or closes one or more specified doors, so 

long as they are powered.

degauss 

Clear screen artifacts

degauss 

Resets drone camera feed, use to fix visual 

artifacting / corruption

exit 

Ends mission

exit

returns all drones in docking bay to home ship

Warning: Any drones outside of docking bay will be 

left behind.

Flag 

add/remove flag on room 

flag r2

'flag r2 r3' toggles flags on room 2 and 3

 'flag clear' clears all room flags

Section 2: Basic Commands
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Command:
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Sample Usage:
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Command:

Description:

Sample Usage:

Details:

Command:

Description:

Sample Usage:

Details:

Command:

Description:

Sample Usage:

Details:

Command:

Description:

Sample Usage:

Command:

Description:

Sample Usage:

Help

opens manual, or gives help for specific commands

help [command, all]

If just 'help' or 'help all' is entered, opens the 
salvage operations manual.
If help is entered with a specific command name, 
detailed help for that command will be displayed. 

Info 

Reports on items in a room 

info

'info' list items in the current drone's room

`info 3` list items in drone 3's room

navigate 

auto-navigates drone(s) to a room 

navigate 1 r12

 'navigate 1 2 r14' Navigate drones 1 and 2 to r14

 'navigate 1 d8' Navigates drone 1 through d8

 'navigate 1 3' Navigates drone 1 to drone 3

 'navigate 3' (from drone view) Navigates drone 3 to 

current drone's room

open 

opens specified door(s)

open d1 d2 

 'open all' Open all powered doors

 'open r12 r13' Open all of a room's doors

 'd1 d2' 'open' not required for door

open/close all 

opens/closes all powered doors 

open all

open/close r[x] 

opens/closes all powered doors connected to the 

specified room(s) 

open r4
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Command:

Description:

Sample Usage:

Details:

Command:

Description:

Sample Usage:

Details:

Command:

Description:

Sample Usage:

Details:

Status 

report status of the current derelict ship 

status

Displays ship information determined from ship log 

and initial scans.

Swap 

swap upgrades with nearest drone 

swap

Type just 'swap' to show the swap interface

 Use arrow keys and ENTER to swap upgrades

 Press ESC to close the swap interface

 Non GUI: 'swap [source item] [target item] ([target 

drone])'

Time 

Report mission time 

time

Displays time since first boarded derelict
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Command:

Description:

Sample Usage:

Details:

Command:

Description:

Sample Usage:

Command:

Description:

Sample Usage:

Details:

Command:

Description:

Sample Usage:

Details:

Command:

Description:

Sample Usage:

Details:

Command:

Description:

Sample Usage:

Details:

alias 

edit alias commands 

alias  

Opens alias file editor

clear 

clears console window 

clear

commandeer

take command of the current derelict ship 

commandeer

 Opens dialog to confirm personnel/equipment

 transfer to currently docked derelict

 Requirements: 

 - All rooms must be verified

 - Vessel must be free of infestations

 - Any radiation must be contained

 - No airlocks exposed to space

destruct 

self destructs the drone with an optional delay 

destruct [t(1-60 seconds, 3 = default)]

Will damage everything in the current room.
 This command requires confirmation before 
executing
 To cancel: type 'destruct' (quickly!) again
 'destruct t10' issues destruct after 10 seconds
 'destruct' (w/o time) is equal to 'destruct t3'

dock 

re-docks boarding vessel at specificed airlock 

dock a3

Airlock doors appear yellow in schematic

pickup

pickup previously dropped item pickup 

pickup

Picks up any dropped items within range

Section 3: Advanced Commands
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Section 4: Drone Upgrades

Upgrade Description  Sample Usage

speedboost increases speed of drone (permanent)

No command to execute - applies automatically when installed on a 

drone 

motion

scans adjacent rooms for 

movement, (drone must be 

stationary)

motion

While active will show indicators in adjacent rooms, if able,

red indicates movement detected.

Moving parent drone deactivates motion sensor.

stealth toggles stealth field stealth

Prevents threats from detecting drone

While active the drone can move.

Warning: taking damage may deactivate stealth field.

Warning: activating upgrades may deactivate stealth field

Warning: activating stealth field may deactivate other upgrades

gather
gathers scrap, also lists 

current cargo
gather [list]

'gather' gather nearby scrap.

'gather list' Lists how much scrap were gathered by this drone.

'gather all' gathers all scrap in the room.

generator
powers any nearby power 

inlet
generator

Also: generator [on, off]

Warning: Moving from power inlet will disconnect generator.

Schematic view [space] recommended after connecting
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Upgrade Description  Sample Usage

interface
interface with nearby 

powered terminal
interface

'inteface' connect to terminal and list terminal commands

'inteface list' list terminal commands again

Type listed terminal commands to execute.

Warning: Moving from terminal will disconnect interface.

Warning: Use caution when activating terminal commands

lure

drops a lure which 

attracts nearby organic 

threats

lure

'pickup' picks up un-used lures

'lure [drop, pickup]' alternative syntax

probe
drops a probe which will 

explore rooms
probe

'probe' drops a probe which scans accessible rooms

'pickup' picks up nearby active probe

'probe [drop, pickup]' alternative syntax

Probes will attempt to navigate through any open doors.

mine drops proximity mine mine

'mine' drops a proximity mine: detonates when nearby threat detected

'pickup' picks up nearby active mine

'mine [drop, pickup]' alternative syntax

repair repair nearby broken items
repair [all, 

name]

Repairs upgrades on drones that have errors, as well as broken items 

within a room.

You must be near the item to repair it.

If there is only one thing to repair, no parameters need to be specified

If more than one items need repairing, entering the command with no 

paramters will list the items

If you have enough repair resources to repair all items, enter repair all

You can also fix specific items by specifying their name

Woe is you if your repair upgrade breaks...
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Upgrade Description  Sample Usage

scan
scans the current room 

for items
scan

Scans the drone's room for items of interest.

Scans may reveal items undetected by visual inspection

sensor

drops a sensor which 

continually scans a room 

for threats

sensor

A sensor cannot be retreived once dropped

 

shield
activates/deactivates 

shield
shield

Shield protects the drone from damage. 

stun drops proximity stun mine stun

'stun' drops a proximity stun: detonates when nearby threat detected

'pickup' picks up nearby active stun mine

'stun [drop, pickup]' alternative syntax

turret arms/disarms turret turret

When armed, will target threats in frontal cone.

Moving will disarm the weapon.

'turret [on, off]' alternative syntax

teleport
teleports drone to 

specified room
teleport r3

trap
drops a remotely 

detonated trap
trap [boom]

'trap' drops a trap

'trap boom' detonates all dropped traps: damaging anything within room

'trap boom' entered in schematic view detonates all drone's traps

'pickup' picks up nearby active traps

'trap [drop, pickup, boom]' alternative syntax
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Upgrade Description  Sample Usage

sonic
activate a sonic pulse that 

repels organic threats
sonic

Drives organic threats from room.

Requires drone to be stationary

'sonic [on, off]' alternative syntax

tow
attach object for towing 

by this drone
tow

Attach/detach nearest movable object for towing.

Likely objects: drone, ship upgrade

When more than one item is in range:

the possible towable items will be listed.

the object name will need to be specified.

'tow [item_name]' alternative syntax

pry pry open unpowered doors pry d23

Prys open a door, even when not powered 
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Section 5: Ship Upgrades

Upgrade Description  Sample Usage

transporter
transports drone(s) to and

from Outposts/Derelicts
transport 1 2 r3

Destination room must have an active signal (indicated on schematic view)

Room to room transport will occur through docking bay

'transport 1 r2' Transport Drone 1 to Room r2

'transport all r2' Transport all drones to Room r2

'transport 2 1' Transport Drone 1 to Drone 2's room (must have transport

receiver)

reroute re-routes power in ship
reroute r2 r4 

r6 r7

first room in command must have a power inlet

subsequent rooms must be connected to the first room

a power inlet cannot exceed it's capacity

other uses:

'reroute r2 r4 r6 r7

'reroute r2 status' -  of rooms 'r2' can power#

'reroute r2 -r6' - powers down 'r6'

'reroute r2 +r6' - powers up 'r6' (if connected)

remote power
remotely powers a power 

inlet

power r2  

remote r2

powers a known power inlet remotely (w/o a drone) 

cannon
Ship Cannon which can 

target a room
cannon r4

fires the mothship's cannon at the targeted room 

decontaminate
decontaminates radiation 

from a room

decontaminate 

r4

clears radiation from a room 
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Upgrade Description  Sample Usage

overload
overloads electronic 

equipment
overload r4

affects found electronics in room

damages surroundings

high chance of equipment failure

solder solders door shut solder d5

solders door shut 
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Semicolon [ ; ]
Semicolons can be used to execute 

more than one command on a single 

command line. Example:

> open d5; navigate 1 r4; navigate 3 r7

Single-Quote [ ' ]

When visiting a ship, press the 

apostrophe (') character in the 

schematic view to toggle the icons on 

and off and see room numbers more 

easily in a crowded room.

Alias

The alias file can be used to alias an 

entire command line with one keyword.

Example:

end=navigate 1 2 3 4 r1

Type 'alias' into the command prompt to

edit the file.

You can also add new aliases directly 

from the command prompt:

> alias end=navigate 1 2 3 4 r1";

CTRL + UP
Move backwards through console 

history.

CTRL + DOWN

Move forwards through console 

history. Can be used to clear the 

input line of a partially entered 

command.

CTRL + PLUS [ + ] Increase console text size

CTRL + MINUS 

[ - ]
Decrease console text size

CTRL + C
Clears the input line of a partially 

entered command from the console

CTRL + U
Clear everything before the cursor in

the command line
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CTRL + A Jump to beginning of command line

CTRL + E Jump to end of command line

CTRL + 

BACKSPACE

Delete the previous word in the 

command line

F8 Expand/Collapse the console window

SHIFT + Up/Down 

Arrow

Page Up/Down in Console (alt: use 

PGUP/DN)

SHIFT + 

Left/Right Arrow

Scroll Left/Right in Console (alt: use

SHIFT + PGUP/DN)

HOME
When viewing another system, this 

returns you to your current system

When in a mission, this centers the 

Schematic View
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Motion
Don't rely on Motion Sensor 

exclusively for exploration. Many 

other upgrades can be used by 

themselves or in tandem to safely 

explore derelicts

Doors
It is a bad idea to open a door if you 

don't know if there are threats on 

the other side. There's another way 

to explore, take a moment to think it 

through

Difficulty
In the options there are MANY 

difficulty options. Try setting the 

game to 'Easy' till you get the hang of

things

Greed
Take what you need and run. Trying to

explore that last room might net you 

some scrap, or a fleet of dead 

drones.

Subterfuge
There are several ways to skulk 

about a ship, rarely is confronting a 

threat a good move.

Ship Types
Different ship types/classes/ages 

have different tendencies, both in 

terms of risks and rewards. Pay 

attention and let that help you choose

which ship to board

Safe Start
The first room (and adjoining rooms 

with open doors) are safe initially and

don't contain threats. Initially.

Docking Bay
Your docking bay can be used for 

more than cold storage, aided by the 

right upgrades.
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Tells
Threats all behave differently. By 

learning their 'tells' and paying 

attention to the number of infestation

types, you can deduce which are 

aboard. In turn you'll know, say, if 

it's safe to be in a room with a vent 

or not...

Commandeering
Commandeering a ship not only can 

net you more ship upgrades, but more

slots, scrap capacity, and certain 

specialized ship upgrades. Likewise 

ships wear over time and start to 

malfunction so keep an eye out for 

signs of wear.

Scrap
Some scrap can only be revealed by 

scanning
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